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Abstract

The era of rapid disruption was accompanied by increased crime in data falsification and interception. The philosophy of Blockchain technology is related to its ontology; it can be characterized, applied, and realized by how it works in the world of education. Blockchain technology is used to verify the authenticity of academic degrees and certificates. Systems that use digital signature schemes and implementation timestamps in the development of blockchain technology use blockchain software. The impact of falsifying educational documents results in workers not being qualified for a particular position. The main interest of this service is to balance between graduates and employers by minimizing crime and falsifying educational documents. The method used in this research is a literature study from previous studies. As a result of maximizing the potential of blockchain technology, fees can also lead to checking the authenticity of certificates through trusted sources. The application and utilization of blockchain in the academy certificate fraud detection system can be a means of offering problems that exist from a global perspective and other stakeholders.
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1. Introduction

Having academic sacredness, a diploma can be a unique marker for completing his education. It can be said that they are deemed worthy and are also allowed to receive, use the education certificate they have as stated in the national education system Article 67: paragraph (1) in Law No. 20 of 2003 [1]. The punishment is in the form of imprisonment with a maximum of ten years and a maximum fine of Rp. 1,000,000,000.00 (one billion rupiahs) will be given to individuals, organizations, or educational institutions that provide diplomas, certificates of competence, academic, professional, and vocational degrees without rights [2]. The rapid development of technology supports increasingly diverse crimes. One of them is the crime of falsifying educational documents. Crime in the form of fraud, counterfeiting is increasingly happening [3].

The rapid development of technology has triggered a digital revolution. If technological developments support the rapidity of crime, then prevention is very much needed [4]. It is undeniable that the development of blockchain technology is swift. The potential for blockchain technology is relatively high in technological change. Blockchain is arguably a peer-to-peer
A transaction record connected in a decentralized manner, with a cryptographic technique on every transaction in it [5]. A third party (third party) is not required for every blockchain transaction in the process. Blockchain is structured data; from structured data, this will allow the birth of a digital ledger in an independent network so that the data in it can be shared and connected. With blockchain technology, the advantage is more felt than a centralized database.

Blockchain is publicly distributed [6]. This is possible because Blockchain is indeed a transparent transaction ledger. Blockchain is decentralized and permissionless [7]. The emergence of blockchain technology is arguably a boon because the transparency of data on the Blockchain makes the collection process possible information, distribution, and processing of information more secure [8]. In short, Blockchain is a distributed database. Every computer network will be connected from one computer to another. The application of blockchain technology in education is very much needed. You could say Blockchain seems to be a beacon, a revolutionary solution amid educational polemics that often occur. This technology can be the best means of validating the authenticity of educational documents that often experience forgery because it takes a long time when the company confirms and validates the certificate's validity manually. Significant time cuts accompanied by a reduction in the rate of counterfeiting are the selling points of blockchain technology [9]. The allocation of blockchain technology utilization will focus on this research to reduce crime and prevent counterfeiting [10].

•Internal Deposit:

Fraud is carried out based on the application to the academic record of an educational institution that has passed even if the individual fails to pass or credentials. Not only done individually, but fraud can also enter the part of academic institutions [11]. Using the time stamp next to the digital signature on each diploma is the best way to prove the authenticity of graduation. The creation of false titles can be avoided in this way and requires the availability and trust of a third party (Time Stamping Authority) that validates the date regardless of cost issues with conventional timestamp technology. At this point, time accuracy on many blockchains is far from ideal. However, it is still sufficient because the time needed is no longer in a matter of days but in minutes or even seconds when the certificate is signed. The application of the cryptographic hash function will be applied to the diploma, which will then be recorded on the public blockchain with transactions that the academic institution digitally signs [12].

Decisions in implementing Blockchain Technology are considered a means of increasing security in education certificates in entering the digital era 4.0. Simplification in the use of blockchain can be considered a solution; of course, it is more economical, it can also be a means of fixing existing shortcomings. With the decentralized nature of blockchain, the date on which information is recorded will be irreversible and publicly verifiable. This will create trust because it does not go through an intermediary process. With this, it can be concluded that the use of blockchain can provide a timely and accurate solution. In addition, thanks to the widespread use of cryptocurrency, blockchain is straightforward and trustworthy [13].
Blockchain Technology in Verifying the Authenticity of Educational Certificates:

The blockchain data structure itself is like a blockchain that continues to develop with cryptographic hashes; this process continues, and records transactions also undergo a storage process, which tracks and collects data in the blockchain network. You could say blockchain provides immutable data storage[14]. Blockchain is digital decentralization. Of course, this can prevent revisions and only allow transactions to be entered without updating or deleting any transactions on the blockchain. Blockchain technology is implemented in areas such as Health Services, Energy, Finance, Law, Education, Media and Entertainment, International Trade, Sports, Social Movements, Digital Identity, Housing, and the Sector, Public Government[15].

In education, the use of blockchain is one of the pioneers of technological development. Everyone seems to be competing to complete their education in the Regulation of the Minister of Education and Culture of the Republic of Indonesia No. 81 of 2014, which explains that a certificate is clear evidence of the completion of the education level and is a document of recognition of learning achievement held by universities. Having a diploma can arguably increase the chances of holding important positions in work [16]. Therefore, a high formal level diploma is considered quite important for most people.
The importance of a thing will lead to higher crime and fraud. Certificate falsification is increasingly happening. Based on data from Media Indonesia, the production of certificates from private campuses in Tangerang City, Banten, has reached 873 certificates. This is inversely proportional to the fact where only 145 students successfully graduated. It can be concluded that as many as 728 certificates without credibility have been produced. Another incident occurred in North Sumatra where a candidate for Governor was declared to have forged legalized photocopies of his diploma. Caught in violation of the election provisions, he withdrew from his candidacy [17]. The high level of falsification makes the credibility of the certificate even more doubtful; prevention and increased security are increasingly needed.

2. Theoretical framework

By using blockchain technology, this research discusses the problem, the security of education certificates. Counterfeit certificates have become more widespread; many fake certificates are used to apply for jobs. The widespread use of fake certificates has made certificates no longer prove a person's expertise or skills as proof [18].

Troubleshooting the certificate verification system and stopping fraud is the main focus of this research. The ease of counterfeiting education certificates at low costs is very unsettling and detrimental to universities or related educational institutions. Validation of the authenticity of a diploma in a company also requires a lot of time and money. This is due to the lengthy process the company undertakes. Submit applicants’ files to the agency to validate the authenticity of the diploma before being sent back to the company. The decline in Human Resources (HR) in Indonesia is experiencing an impact due to the inappropriate placement of important positions in several professions. Blockchain is considered to be the answer to existing problems [19]. The use of blockchain technology can be an obstacle for specific individuals. This project evaluates blockchain applications for implementing distributed systems as a service.

In recent years, the reference capacity of using blockchain in education has increased. The decline in public interest in taking formal education is one of the results of certificate forgery. Increasing the security system through blockchain technology in its implementation. In improving the certificate security system, universities are expected to adopt blockchain. The use of the certificate function as a printed certificate can be a proof, in the form of the right to the achievements of students.

3. Method

This research was conducted using 2 (two) research methods, namely the Descriptive Method and Literature Study Method: Descriptive research is research in uncovering independent variables, either one or more variables [20]. It can be concluded that the descriptive method describes a problem that will be examined as a method, which aims to provide information based on the problems of the research process and the placement of appropriate information about the problems of the research being carried out.

Literature study is a method driven by the similarity of research topics from various books, scientific journals, literature, and expert opinions. The literature study method can facilitate writing using various information based on existing references and data from previous research. Research collection with related themes is carried out to become a means of further research. Here are 7 (seven) related literature studies, namely:

1. No single entity can control the blockchain. The use of the same information blocks supports this claim [21].
2. Storing data on the blockchain network is considered to reduce the negative impact on technological development [22].
3. For a student, an educational certificate is considered very important and valuable. This is due to a certificate proof of one's participation in education. It is essential to increase security measures in preventing counterfeiting of educational certificates [23].
4. In the research that Muhammad Suharto has conducted from Kanjuruhan University Malang in the Journal of Educational Inspiration with the use of the title “The Influence of Technology Development on New Student Admissions at Junior High Schools with
Integration of Diploma Number Validation,” Discussing the need for a diploma to continue education at the next level, In preventing the occurrence of illegal acts, namely changing and manipulating the authenticity of diplomas, improving the certificate authenticity verification system is needed [24].

5. This research discusses the advantages of blockchain, namely a high level of security to secure data; this reminds us of prevention in using data by irresponsible people.

6. Data on the blockchain can only be updated if all parties involved in the transaction agree to update. This makes the blockchain a continuously growing, secure, shared record storage system in which every data user keeps a copy of the records [25].

7. In the certificate validation system study, intelligent contracts were carried out to store diplomas on the blockchain, which had attributes including the address of the certificate owner, agency, and image of the certificate [26].

4. Results and Discussion

The 2020 State Budget and Revenue (APBN) data in education shows a presentation of 6.2% with a total budget of 508.1 T. An increase of 29.7 T from 2019. In addition, there are 123 PTN (State Universities), and 4,547 PTS (Private Universities) with a total of 4,670 PT (Universities) in Indonesia. This makes the field of education considered appropriate in implementing blockchain technology. So many diplomas are issued each year [27]. Along with this, counterfeiting educational certificates in the form of diplomas is easier to be accompanied by cheap costs. This led to difficulties in the authenticity validation system. High costs are required in recruiting workers, including validating the authenticity of the certificate. It is not uncommon to find fraud in the recruitment process. The fraud that occurred even reached 25% in the form of certificate forgery. This fraud has an impact on placing positions on less competent people [28].
4.1 Conventional Validation

Figure 3 (three) shows the flow of checking the diploma's authenticity without interference from blockchain technology. Verification of the authenticity of the certificate data is carried out by making direct contact with the party making the certificate regarding the authenticity of the diploma and a signed legalization process from the party making the certificate [29]. The process begins with the company sending the relevant documents to the institution, then proceeding to the University to verify the diploma's authenticity. Signatures and stamps will be given as proof of the diploma's authenticity, then the University will send the document back to the agency, and the agency will again send the document to the company [30]. We can see how much time was wasted in the validation process. The complicated process takes much time and costs a lot to verify the diploma's authenticity. In addition, validating the authenticity of this diploma cannot produce results within one day. The transformation of the diploma validation flow must be developed for effectiveness in the certificate validation process, which is very much needed. A method that creates certainty is badly needed. In this research, the focus will be on the use of blockchain technology in education to increase the effectiveness of the education certificate verification process [31].
4.2 Blockchain System Validation

Figure 4. Certificate Validation Using Blockchain Technology

Figure 4 (four) shows the use of blockchain technology in education. We can see the implementation of blockchain technology by issuing a diploma on the blockchain after officially graduating from university [32]. After entering the process of issuing a diploma on the blockchain, the certificate will be transparent in authenticity. It is easy to prove the diploma's authenticity when the job application process is carried out. The certificate authenticity data comes from data on the blockchain uploaded to the blockchain system [33].

4.3 Characteristics of the Blockchain System

The characteristics of the blockchain are like a block. Blockchain will dial according to the id number (hash); blocks will not connect into a chain if the id numbers are not the same and match. Blockchain has code in the agreement process; this is due to the nature of the blockchain, which is like an intelligent contract; both parties can no longer do counterfeiting [34]. The negative impact of technology is not so significant if its use is right on target, including the intended use and the time of use is regulated in such away. The use of blockchain technology can reduce or even prevent issuing fake diplomas. This is due to the blockchain system provided by the university. Transparency can reduce the risk of fraud and forgery in the system. Not only that, but the use of blockchain technology also increases time and cost-effectiveness [35].

5. Conclusion

The use of blockchain technology in education is a good and right decision. The efficiency of a system that is less flexible is a must. There are 4 (four) problem descriptions can be resolved with 4 (four) conclusions: First, the emphasis on diploma counterfeiting can be overcome by using blockchain technology. The increasing percentage of difficulty in counterfeiting a certificate will increase. Second, the use of blockchain technology can reduce costs. It will be easier and cheaper to verify the authenticity of a candidate's certificate. Third,
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the efficiency of time, energy, and costs are essential in applying blockchain technology. The certificate authenticity verification process will not take long; in a matter of minutes, the verification process can be completed. Fourth, the most critical impact is the competence of workers. The use of blockchain technology produces qualified and competent workers. Of course, it is blockchain technology that makes it difficult to fake a certificate.

In education, blockchain technology is vital and needed in Indonesia, given the many advantages that exist. Unfortunately, the implementation of blockchain technology in education is still adjusting, considering its lack of acceptance in society. Socialization about the benefits of implementing blockchain technology is needed.
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